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OVERVIEW
This report is an overview of some of the significant changes that are occurring
throughout the U.S. commercial real estate industry in the post-COVID era. Overall, many
of the transformations in commercial real estate and in our lives that were occurring preCOVID have accelerated during COVID and will continue on well after. Some changes that
are occurring in the way people work and live during the pandemic are temporary and life
will get back to normal as people get vaccinated and the threat of COVID diminishes. Other
changes brought on by COVID-19 are here to stay and so are the ways the commercial real
estate industry is adapting. This report provides an overview of how each of the different
sectors of commercial real estate is having lasting effects and addresses ways commercial
real estate (CRE) professionals will need to adjust along with the areas for opportunities.

MAIN TOPICS
This report identifies the various sectors of commercial real estate that have been
positively and negatively affected. Who are the winners and losers? Some of the
technological innovations that were occurring before COVID have better enabled certain
areas of commercial real estate to handle the impact and affects of the pandemic.
Consequently, these are the areas of commercial real estate that are in a position to
benefit from the changes occurring and are now thriving as other areas are struggling to
survive.
The aforementioned fundamental shifts occurring have led to a greater need for
creativity in the repositioning of many property types (Adaptive Reuse). Lasting changes in
architecture, management, infrastructure and densities are occurring as our industry
adapts and moves forward in a post-COVID world. The evolution of technology is
accelerating and certain property types and users are in a position to take advantage of
the rapidly changing world. Significant geographic population shifts are occurring as a
result of the pandemic. These demographic shifts were already occurring prior to COVID
and are now accelerating as a direct result of the pandemic. These demographic shifts will
have a profound and lasting effect on CRE professionals, CCIMs and the industry in
general.
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POSITIVE IMPACT ON DIFFERENT SECTORS
An evaluation of some sectors with positive impact(s) in a post-COVID world
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Centers
Grocery and Food Services
Health Care
Industrial
Residential Development/Land
Restaurants (Fast Food, QSR)
Retail (Home Related, Dollar Stores, Sporting Goods)

DATA CENTERS
Covid-19 has fueled the already insatiable desire for data to improve business
performance which is driving the growth of the data center industry. Key factors include: Internet
of Things (IoT) - the U.S. is one of
the leading markets for industrial
IoT driven technologies, including
artificial intelligence, data and
analytics,
security,
and
communication. The U.S. data
center power market size is
expected to reach revenues of
around $10 billion by 2026
(Arizton, 2021).
In 2020, the U.S. market
contributed approximately 47%
of the total investment in the global power market, with the Southeastern U.S. accounting for
36% of the U.S. investment. In 2020, over 40 data center investments occurred across the
Western U.S. totaling $5.6 billion. The adoption of valve regulated lead acid (VRLA) batteries will
continue to dominate the market. However, the penetration of lithium-ion UPS is rapidly growing
among data center operators. Significant investments by hyperscale data center operators,
namely Facebook, Google, Microsoft and AWS, will grow the adoption of rack-level UPS systems
of <=500 kVA capacity (1 KVA = 1,000-volt amps) with sizable contribution from edge data center
deployments across the United States. Electricity pricing varies significantly in the U.S. with
Southeastern U.S. offering electricity at a lower price of $5.92 per kWh (the kilowatt-hour is a
4

unit of energy equal to 3600 kilojoules) and Northeastern U.S. with an average electricity pricing
of $10.11 per kWh (Arizton, 2021).

GROCERY STORES
The stay-at-home orders and recommendations that were issued at the beginning of the
pandemic altered peoples’ eating behavior in ways that will be lasting. Most of us have visions of
the bare shelves and no toilet paper to be found anywhere. Beyond the initial pandemic, people
were relegated to cooking at home. Grocery store chains saw significant sales gains as a result of
this situation at the expense of restaurants. There was an uptick of on-line grocery sales and the
on-line sales were dominated by brick-and-mortar grocery chains. Wal-Mart tops the list of top
e-commerce grocery retailers and is the number 2 overall e-commerce company in the United
States. Pure grocery retailer Kroger, broke the top 10 list in 2020 at number 9, with $11.28 billion
in sales, nudging ahead of Costco (Browne, 2020). In a continuation of the trend toward omnichannel retailing that had begun for Amazon with the acquisition of Whole Foods in June, 2017,
Amazon opened its first Amazon branded conventional grocery store concept. Amazon Fresh
opened in September 2020 in Woodland Hills, CA (Redman, 2020). Amazon also opened the first
Whole Foods on-line fulfilment store, spotlighting their focus to improve “last mile” delivery
capabilities. In a “Clicks vs. Bricks” race to better compete head on with the grocery store chains,
Amazon has announced plans to open over 1,000 of these smaller last mile neighborhood
fulfillment centers around the country (Goldman, 2020).

Despite the personal risks of going to the store, grocery shoppers have shown they prefer
in-store shopping, according to a Super Market News survey conducted in August, 2020 (Redman,
2020). On-line sales are predominantly pick-up and delivery from physical stores. Pre-pandemic,
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major grocery chains started to slow expansion of brick-and-mortar stores and focus on ecommerce growth. This has shown to be a smart strategy. Several third-party apps that have
significantly affected the food service industry are similarly impacting the grocery store industry.
Instacart has become the consumer’s favorite in the grocery store sector, but other popular
delivery service companies are getting into the game in such a big way, including Uber and Lyft.
Recently, Albertsons said its e-commerce business since the COVID-19 outbreak has “risen to new
heights and has become strategically important” (Wiles, 2021). The supermarket chain
announced they will be discontinuing their own delivery fleet and will be outsourcing this
function to a third-party delivery service company.
Leasing, sales, and ownership of grocery anchored shopping centers will not be severely
impacted by COVID-19. Much as we found that they have been more internet resistant than their
power center and mall counterparts, grocery anchored centers appear to be COVID resistant.
There may be opportunities for investors as retail has generally fallen out of favor with
institutional investors. Despite this trend, cap rates for grocery anchored properties have held
firm. There is strong investor demand for these properties, which are often selling in the 6% cap
rate range with multiple offers.

HEALTH CARE
The pandemic taught many of us that healthcare investment properties are perceived to
be a very stable asset class in a public health crisis. While many tenants struggled to pay rent
throughout the pandemic, most healthcare tenants were fine. The shutdown did put a
temporary strain on providers that were delivering elective procedures. However, those
practices seemed to
weather the storm well
in most cases and the
surge for critical care
balanced any weakness
in the sector. The U.S.
Medical Office vacancy
rate barely ticked up to
8.6% in Q4 2020, up
from 7.8% year-overyear.
Although the
need for preventive
and personalized care
among millennials and
seniors was already
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reshaping healthcare real estate long before the pandemic, it is expected to accelerate the
segmentation of wellness and acute care locations as hospital systems focus on
higher acuity inpatient care, with preventative care taking place in more convenient locations in
the heart of populations centers. You can expect to see healthcare providers become even more
prevalent in retail centers than you were already seeing over the past decade. “MedTail” is
officially a subsector of its own, moving forward.
Another change occurring within the past year has been the emergence and rapid
acceleration of telehealth. Usage more than doubled over that timeframe and telehealth as a
department is expected to cause us to rethink future tenant improvements, with features like
internet redundancy and enclave privacy for HIPPA compliance. Coupling the need for these
space changes along with a speculative endemic and/or similar viral reoccurrences will cause
medical practices to continuously distance patients throughout an office setting. The result will
be a steady increase of the square footage per practitioner metric. The medical office sector
already had a lot of tailwind behind it when tracking historical occupancy, rent-growth and
deliverables, but further growth is imminent.

INDUSTRIAL
The growth of distribution
centers has reached historic levels with
a scramble to find remaining sites in
key areas and along strategic corridors.
The trend toward automation of
distribution center operations will
intensify. Automated storage and
retrieval systems, autonomous guided
vehicles and robots can substantially
increase a
distribution
facility’s
throughput. Further advances will
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make these technologies more adaptive, productive, and cost-effective.
Data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) will increase the efficiency of supply
chains and industrial real estate. Data collected along the supply chain and from operations
within logistics buildings will help developers make better locational decisions and will improve
facilities’ operational performance.
Despite increasing automation and AI, industrial users will continue to employ human
workers. Robots, sensor networks and AI will make the workplace safer and more efficient and
will allow human workers to focus on creative solutions and problem solving.
New technologies are facilitating the expansion of logistics operations into new spaces
and blurring the line between retail and industrial real estate. Increased throughput from new
technologies can make multi-story warehouses and micro-distribution centers more costefficient, and relatively compact automated storage and retrieval systems can allow retail
property owners and their tenants to add logistics uses to existing buildings. (NAIOP Research
Foundation 2021)

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/LAND
The pandemic caused trend to school-from-home (SFH) and work-from-home (WFH) will
continue beyond COVID-19, albeit to a lesser extent. This is causing a strong desire and need for
more living space (Speakman, 2020). Several major demographic shifts are occurring
simultaneously.
There is a mass
migration from
dense
urban
centers to the
suburbs, from
apartment
projects
to
single
family
homes,
and
from
coastal
and northeast
urban
areas,
such as Chicago
and New York,
to the Sunbelt and Mountain States. There is a wave of young adults moving into their prime
home buying years. Millennials who have put off home ownership in favor of urban lifestyle are
now seeing the advantages of homeownership and are increasingly starting their own families in
the suburbs. The pandemic has also given rise to people's desire to retire, which often leads to
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relocation. Several major employers have recently announced plans to relocate their
headquarters, primarily from California, New York and Illinois, to Arizona, Texas and Florida.
There has been a surge in new home sales since the spring of last year. More than 1
million new homes were sold in both August and September and nearly 1 million were sold in
October, the strongest three months since 2006, according to Zillow (Speakman, 2020). Rising
prices for existing homes and homebuyer’s eagerness to buy in suburban and rural areas where
land is available make homebuilding more profitable, according to Redfin (Fairweather,
2020). The Redfin article states that building permits were up 21% from September to November
compared to 2019 and more new homes will be built this year than in any year since 2006. 38.5%
of new construction homes purchased in October have not yet been started, up 10% from
October 2019 and the highest level since 2005. This has created a back log that is sure to continue
for the foreseeable future, Zillow reported. Even as the pandemic ends, Americans will continue
to buy homes that fit their
new lifestyles. As a result,
2021 will see more home
sales than any year since
2006.
Annual
sales
growth will increase from
5% in 2020 to over 10% in
2021
according
to
Redfin.com (Fairweather,
2020).
“Mortgage rates
are expected to remain
very low as the Federal
Reserve aims to bring
back jobs and grow the
economy”,
stated
Lawrence Yun, NAR Chief Economist (Yun, 2020). Many economist and politicians have expressed
concerns that passage of the $1.9 trillion coronavirus stimulus package and the likelihood for
additional massive spending packages to follow will over-heat the economy and lead to inflation.
This will in turn cause upward pressure on interest rates, as we have started to see in recent
weeks. The hyper levels of government spending will trickle through the economy, stimulate
growth and help this historic housing market to continue for the next couple of years. The
question on many people's mind is, when will the record spending packages and tax increases
stress the economy and lead to the inevitable recession.
Land sales to homebuilders is an area that CCIMs can capitalize on with their market
knowledge and expertise. Many of the homebuilders do not have representation and their real
estate teams are very busy and have little time to scout new locations. Many of their active
subdivisions are nearly completed and their supply of finished lots is dwindling. Take a look at
where their most active subdivisions are and at adjacent or nearby land acquisition options to
find opportunities for the active homebuilders.
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RESTAURANTS (FAST FOOD, QSR)
One of the more obvious sectors of CRE to benefit from the pandemic is the drive-thru
restaurant industry. Drive-thru restaurant chains continue their rapid expansion with a new vigor.
Chains like Chick-fil-A and Raising Canes are realizing that double drive-thru lanes are increasingly
important and on-site parking and
inside seating is less so. As a result,
building footprints are shrinking and
parcel sizes are increasing slightly.
New operators are getting into
the game such as Salad N’ Go, Café Rio,
Dickies Barbeque, Rusty Taco, Gyro
Shack and the Chicken Shack among
many others. Old stalwarts have found
a new sense of optimism and are
reimaging and reenergizing, such as
Arby’s, Taco Bell, Wendy’s, Dunkin’
Donuts, Dairy Queen and Pizza Hut to
name a few. The coffee chains, as well
as juice operators, are actively seeking
drive-thru locations. Several QSR
chains have adopted a new policy that
all new locations will have drive-thru lanes. Examples of these companies are Five Guys, Chipotle
and Zaxby’s. Many QSR chains are relocating their existing stores to drive-thru locations. Regional
and local Mexican food restaurant companies are snapping up closed drive-thru locations and
paying top dollar rents.
Investors and developers are aggressively looking for tired or vacant properties to
redevelop them as drive-thrus. Strip center owners are looking at every opportunity to convert
end caps into drive-thru end caps. New developments are often designed to have two to three
times as many freestanding buildings with drive-thru lanes on both end caps. The strong triple
net investment market is showing no signs of abatement with cap rates for these properties
often seen in the 5% range. This is creating a lot of opportunities for real estate brokers.

RETAIL (HOME RELATED, DOLLAR STORES, SPORTING GOODS)
The effect of COVID-19 on the home improvement business has been very positive.
People found that they had more money on hand without any traveling and more time on their
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hands being stuck at home. Study-at-home and work-at-home has prompted a lot of the
improvement projects. These three factors have combined to provide a great need and
opportunity for homeowners to make home improvement projects. In an article
by Businesswire, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that furniture home centers, hardware
stores, garden centers and building materials suppliers realized a year-over-year sales increase
of 22.6%, leading all retail categories except for online purchases (Corley, 2020).

The number two category is the dollar store chains. In an article by Tom Ryan
on Retailwire, “Dollar stores appear to have outperformed most essential retail in the first
quarter and are poised to benefit as the economy struggles in the months ahead” (Ryan, 2020).
Dollar General had a third quarter net sales increase of 17.3% year-over-year (Howland,
2020). Dollar Tree, still grappling with absorbing Family Dollar, had a net sales gain of 7.5% yearover-year. Relative new-comer Five Below had a net sales increase for the third quarter of 26.3%
year-over-year.
The social distancing requirements that resulted from the Coronavirus pandemic, which
is more important indoors, has benefited golf and other outdoor activities such as hiking and
biking which have become more popular than ever. Dick’s Sporting, which owns Golf Galaxy,
reported
2nd quarter
2020
revenues for same store sales
increased 20.7% from the prior
year.
Bicycling
Magazine,
reporting data from the NPD
group, estimated sales increases
of double to triple during the
pandemic. Many bike store
owners predict sales to remain
strong after COVID as the retail
industry shifts to on-line, phone
and curb-side pickup which will
also increase the demand for
bikes. As with the desire to return to in-person activities, the outdoor lifestyle, the biking and
other outdoor related businesses will enjoy a healthy market (Guyduy, 2020).
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NEGATIVE IMPACT ON VARIOUS SECTORS
An evaluation of each sector’s negative impact(s) in a post-COVID world.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment
Fitness
Hospitality (Lodging)
Multi-Family
Office
Restaurants (Sit-down Casual and Fast Casual)
Retail (Malls vs. Open-Air Centers)

ENTERTAINMENT
Perhaps the most visible evidence that COVID-19 is the largest disrupter of modern times is the
devastating impact it has had on the movie theater business. AMC Entertainment, the nation’s
largest movie theater chain, narrowly escaped bankruptcy thanks to a $917 million capital
infusion. Movie theaters have been crippled by COVID-19 as movie theater companies saw their
revenues drop by 75% last spring and summer. Cineworld, owner of the Regal chain and the
second biggest cinema company in the world, closed all cinemas in the U.K. and U.S.
temporarily in October, putting 45,000 jobs at risk, wrote Ciara Linnane in Market Watch
(Linnane, 2020).
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Theater chains are not expected to make a full recovery for years and additional fall out
is sure to continue post-COVID. “Netflix has replaced Fox as the sixth major film studio in
Hollywood, while Disney, Warner Media and Comcast all race to launch their own vertically
integrated streaming services”, according to Brandon Katz in an article in Observer (Katz,
2020). With the lifting of restrictions rolling out across the U.S., it is anticipated that in-person
movie watching will make a return. However, the changes occurring with the streaming
companies and the streaming of movies growing make it doubtful the movie industry will return
to its pre-COVID condition. The Market Watch article continues, “in many ways, the pandemic
has simply accelerated changes that were already happening in the industry, as cinema chains
were competing for consumer attention for streaming services” (Swartz, 2020). In December,
AT&T Inc’s Warner Bros released 17 films to its HBO Max streaming service on the same day they
were released in theaters.
“Based on changes consumers went through right after the Spanish Flu in the early
th
20 century, all types of physical entertainment became very popular and the period became
known as the Roaring 20’s,” Dennis Kirshikor of fitsmallbusiness.com was quoted saying in the
Observer article. The similarity between the pandemics extends to the recovery and the term
“the Roaring 20’s.” There will be a resurgence of in-person consumption.

FITNESS
As did most of the world, fitness clubs and studios went into a complete shut-down during
the pandemic and were slow to reopen, especially in ce4rtain parts of the country that stayed in
locked mode for a longer period. Independent clubs and studios have been hit the hardest, but
large chains like Gold Gym, 24 Hour Fitness and Town Sports all filed bankruptcy according to
L.E.K (Evans, Weber, & Forman 2020). ClubIntel study of 2000 U.S. gym members revealed 54%
either froze or cancelled their
membership. The Bloomberg article
cited fitness lobby group International
Health, Racquet and Sports Club
Association estimated 15% of gyms
will not reopen.
Even as people emerge from
being couped up for the past year
there is a permanent change afoot.
The online shift is contributing to a
permanent change in the fitness
industry as well. “While 75% of consumers surveyed said they will eventually return to prepandemic routines and the actual gym, many indicated their return will include a virtual
component with livestream group workouts,” according to a Bloomberg article (Davalos, 2021).
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The health concerns brought on by the coronavirus pandemic will move people to get
back to a healthy lifestyle and health clubs and studios will make a comeback as soon as people
become vaccinated and the restrictions are lifted. The Bloomberg article added, as people
emerge from their pandemic created sedentary lifestyle, 2021 is looking up for the health club
industry.

HOSPITALITY (LODGING)
The impact of the nationwide stay-at-home orders/recommendations and travel
restrictions had a devastating economic impact on the hospitality industry in the United States.
Areas not accessible by car, such as Hawaii
and Alaska, have been affected the most.
Air travel on all domestic and
international carriers to the Hawaiian
Islands went from millions of visitors
annually to almost nothing within weeks
and caused massive job losses throughout
the Hawaiian Islands. Many outdoor
tourists' destinations where people can
travel to by car have fared much better.
Many small hotel owners, unable to
make their mortgage payments, have had
to negotiate with their lenders for
modifications to their loan payments. In some cases, they have been foreclosed upon
or purchased by large developers at large discounts. Many buyers have plans to reposition these
assets from hotels to apartments for low-income families.
The largest hotel operator in the
world, Marriott Hotels, anticipates a
partial recovery in 2021 and a full recovery
in 2022. It is widely projected that the
pent-up demand will bring traveling back
to high levels as the vaccine roll-out
reaches most Americans. It was reported
this week that 245,000 jobs have returned
in March in the hospitality industry. The
Roaring 20’s will be felt in the hotel
industry, but with fall out and casualties
for the pandemic.
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MULTI-FAMILY
The multi-family sector is the tale of the haves and have-nots. The health of the sector
depends largely on the market and the trade area. As discussed in the section below, the
migration trends have had a direct impact on the apartment market.
There is now a reversal of the migration trend from urban cores to the suburbs. The most
expensive U.S. apartment market, San Francisco, has apartment vacancy at a historical high of
11.5%. This is compared to a 6.8% national average apartment vacancy rate. Apartment rents
decreased 18.3% in the Bay Area.
CEOs of several of the nation's largest apartment REITs were recently interviewed in a
CoStar article. The migratory patterns from both coasts and middle America to the Sunbelt States
have been going on for some time, but is now accelerating (Cara Smith-Tenta, 2021). “Investors
are coming back in the 4th quarter – but their focus has clearly changed. Atlanta, Phoenix, and
Dallas led all markets, attracting twice as much investments as past fourth quarters and
supplanting perennial leaders New York and Los Angeles” said John Affleck, CoStar Group Vice
President of Market Analytics (Cara Smith-Tenta, 2021). There are large numbers of people under
40 and aging retirees moving to the south’s more temperate climates in a “huge” migration
toward the Sun Belt according to Eric Bulton, CEO of Mid-America Apartment
Communities (DiLlalo, 2021).

Multi-family specialists who are aware of where the shifts are occurring are positioning
themselves and their investors accordingly. Investment demand for multi-family projects is
extremely high in these hot markets with properties often selling in the 4% cap rate range along
with multiple offers.
The recently passed coronavirus relief bill provides $25 billion in emergency rental relief
and a one-month extension of the nation-wide eviction moratorium (Adamczyk, 2020). The
article, Make It, from CNBC, reported that at the beginning of December, around 12.4 million
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Americans reported they were behind on their rent payments according to the Center on Budget
and Policy (Adamczyk, 2020).

OFFICE
The office sector continues to have vast uncertainties more than a year after the
pandemic was declared. The WFH movement seems to be a perpetual one, but to what
degree? CBRE estimated that up to 20% of employees nationwide may never return to the office
but have since softened their prediction. Productivity throughout the global WFH experiment has
vastly
suffered
and
employers
are
taking
notice. This enumeration is
summed up by the notion
that Google offered a lesser
salary to personnel who
opted into the WFH
program despite Google’s
reduced operating cost.
As much as the office
market is widely considered
to be hindered by the
pandemic, the geographic
disparities have been significant. Dense urban markets, where public transportation is prevalent,
have been hurt the worst. Subleasing has flooded the market in many of this Country’s largest
cities and net-absorption is practically non-existent. Meanwhile, tertiary markets have been
performing above average (many posting single-digit vacancy rates) and suburban, single-story
product is seeing its day in the sun as many tenants are trying to avoid elevators. Landlords who
can justify the capital expenses have been noted to upgrade building mechanical systems to
feature HVAC systems with ionization capabilities and have been updating common areas with
touchless everything. Space plan changes are relevant for discussion, but long-term changes
remain uncertain. Just when you thought the pandemic might have been the nail-in-the-coffin
for the 4-foot cubicle, a Southwest Florida Steelcase dealer just processed an order for 1,200 of
those cubes… without vertical wall extensions, to boot.
Adaptive reuse is expected to increase within the sector. Some office properties, mostly
within Central Business Districts, have been considered as prime candidates for repurposing,
primarily into residential lofts. Vacancy rates and rent growth is anticipated to vary greatly from
one submarket to the next for the foreseeable future, but the office sector is far from irrelevant,
as some would suggest. As the pandemic loosens its grip on society, kids are making their way
back to school and employees are going back to the office. In December 2020, the U.S. Bureau
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of Labor Statistics estimated that a full recovery of ‘Office-Using Employment’ would not occur
until May of 2023. Yet in March 2021, that forecast was upgraded to occur by January of 2022.

RESTAURANTS (SIT-DOWN CASUAL AND FAST CASUAL)
With the WFH mode here to stay for many types of businesses, breakfast and lunch
demand has weakened but this is being partially offset by increased dinner demand according to
a July 2020 Morgan Stanley report (Stanley Research, 2020). The quick service restaurant (QSR)
chains and, to a lesser extent, casual side of the restaurant business have also benefitted from
COVID-19 (Strumwasser & Vieteen, 2020). Up-and-comer chains like Rasa Rush Bowls, Wings
Over, Guthries, Miahs Italian Ice, and Fired Pie have seen increases in store traffic and have big
growth plans. Grab-and-go chains are eyeing new opportunities and several existing chains are
opening grab-and-go style format locations. With the glut of empty commercial real estate,
particularly in urban areas, opportunities are opening up for these restaurant operators and
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many new ones in an industry that has proven its resiliency and creativity (Strumwasser &
Vieteen, 2020).
Third party delivery apps such as DoorDash, Grubhub, Postmates, and Uber Eats have
taken advantage of the pandemic and grown exponentially, but they helped save many
restaurants. Consumers are expected to
continue to use these services in the future
according to the National Restaurant
Association (Grindy, 2020). The Sonic Drive-In
model of driving up to a designated parking
spot, pulling up a menu on your phone to order
and having a runner dash out to hand you a bag
of food is probably the future of the restaurant
industry in a post-pandemic world, professed a
QSR article (Klein, 2021).

RETAIL (MALLS VS. OPEN-AIR CENTERS)
For the most part, retail real estate is in the loser column on the effects of the COVID
crisis. The stay-at-home lock down exacerbated a problem that retail real estate already had –
the internet. In a trend that was well underway, the few remaining Americans who hadn’t
become familiar with internet shopping became indoctrinated during COVID. The negative
effects of COVID-19 and the internet is not even across the retail sector.
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Although nearly all of the retail chains had to keep their doors closed for several months
in most states across the U.S., the mall stores, namely the department stores, were the biggest
losers. This sent many chains over the edge into bankruptcy. There were 29 major chains in
bankruptcy as of November 2020 (Kim, 2021). There were 9,500 permanent store closings in
2019, but this was expected to surge to 25,000 in 2020, according to Coresight Research, most
were mall stores (Drummer, 2021). There was 67 million square feet of negative net absorption
of retail space in 2020 and 24 million additional negative net absorption is slated for 2021
according to REIS (Calanog, 2020).
Who is going to fill all of this space? Some malls are simply being converted to alternative
uses. This will primarily occur to B & C grade mall properties that have lost their department store
anchors. In a CoStar article
on the adaptive reuse of
mall
properties,
they
describe a Macerich mall in
Los Angeles that was
converted to a Google Tech
center in 2019 (Dummer,
2021). In Plano, Texas, a
suburb of Dallas, Triten Real
Estate is converting the
Plano Market Square Mall
into offices, residences,
shops and restaurants. But
these conversions aren't
just occurring to B & C malls.
The CoStar article highlights the planned transformation of the Paradise Valley Mall in Paradise
Valley, Arizona, one of the highest income cities in America, to high-rise multifamily housing,
office, self-storage properties and grocery center with restaurants and shops, totaling up to 6.5
million square feet.
The exodus that is occurring with the malls is also occurring with dense downtown retail
properties. Macy’s, Sephora, Williams- Sonoma and Gap are among many retail chains that are
pursuing free-standing or outdoor locations according to an article by Katie Burke, in CoStar
News (Burke, 2021).
There are plenty of reasons for optimism. This is the title of January-February 2021 article
in Realtor Magazine (Yun, 2021). Although the article highlights commercial industrial properties,
it can be said for retail properties too. Retail sales are expected to grow between 6.5% to 8.2%
according to the National Retail Federation (NRF) (Wilson, 2021). According to NRF Chief
Economist Jack Keinhenz, there is plenty of purchasing power available for most consumers and
confidence is building up thanks to the availability of COVID-19 vaccines (Wilson, 2021). At WalMart, total revenue rose 6.7% and same-store sales rose 8.6%, beating analyst forecasts (Wilson,
2021).
Retail [locations] will find their best use according to 2020 ICSC President and CEO Tom
McGee in a Prop Mode webcast, “Rebuilding Retail" (Bosewell, 2020). Prime locations are still
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going to be prime locations. New uses will come into existence with change. This is the lesson
that retail leasing professionals and owners have learned many times over.
The new retail paradigm is showing that cutting edge logistics are demonstrating the need
for right sizing. Omni-channel and last mile logistics marketing are helping retailers find their way
to profitability (Morris, 2020). This is leading to the re-pricing of some retail space as retailers
convert some of their store space to fulfilment centers. There are new stores and new uses
replacing stores that have gone out. CRE professionals need to keep abreast of all the changes
occurring in the market in order to be in a position to take advantage of these new opportunities.
The built-up savings and pent-up demand for human connection is going to lead to a recovery of
the retail and restaurant industries, according to Trademark Properties CEO, Terri
Montesi (Williams, 2020). This rebound will lead to customers returning to their retail and mixeduse properties for non-daily needs. Unique retailers and non-chain restaurants, who have been
hampered the most by the public health crisis, stand to benefit by people craving these
experiences. Owners need to evaluate how these retailers and restaurants differentiate
themselves and become destinations, says Mark Bulmash, President of Presidium (Williams,
2020).
Lifestyle centers and open-air retail centers in general are in a position to benefit greatly
in a post-COVID recovery. This category will fill a need for consumers to get out and enjoy life
and social activity. Landlords are pivoting to create more open spaces, pocket parks, outdoor
living rooms and “Instagramable” places. “Experiential centers will pave the way for the future
instead of experiential tenants,” according to Robert Budetti with AO Architects in an article in
Shopping Center Business (Budetti, 2021).

DEMOGRAPHY/MIGRATON TRENDS
COVID-19 has accelerated the relocation trend to move to affordable cities, especially in
the Sunbelt and Mountain States, where reopening the economy is fueling their already strong
job market. City dwellers are looking to escape multiple issues in search of a less stressed, better
way of life, according to the CE Shop Real Estate Agent Blog (CE Shops, 2020).
Dense urban areas such as San Francisco, Chicago, and New York are seeing the greatest
exodus. The States of California, Oregon, Washington, expensive coastal cities and cities that
suffered the worst from pandemic caused shut-downs are also seeing the most out-migration.
Considering a nationwide shortage, New York-Manhattan had a record 15,000 empty apartments
in August. San Francisco had a 100% increase and Los Angeles had a 10% increase in housing
inventory. Chicago, Boston and Seattle head the list in year-over-year change in inventory decline
according to Zillow (Olsen, 2020).
Where are people going? Simply put, they are moving to where jobs are being created.
Migration is going to be driven by taxation, according to KC Conway in a webinar presentation
given to the CCIM Institute on 1/28/21. “Expect people to move from high taxation states to low
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taxation states”. Companies such as, Oracle, HP, Sprint, Tesla, CBRE and Comcast announced in
2020 they will move their headquarters from California to Texas. According to TECMA University,
the reasons for leaving are: to escape taxes, wages, unions, red tape and environmental
regulations (Earley, 2019). Goldman Sachs announced they are leaving the Big Apple for Florida
and the NYSE is strongly considering it.
The Sunbelt States and
Mountain States lead the list of
states with the most in-migration
according to U-Haul's annual report
(Lockridge & Reyes, 2021). In 2019,
the top five states with in-migration
were Florida, Texas, Tennessee,
South Carolina, and Arizona. In 2020,
the list was led by Tennessee, Texas,
Florida, Ohio, Arizona and Colorado.
California ranks last by a wide
margin, supplanting Illinois at the
bottom in 2019. In 2020, the bottom
five were Illinois, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Maryland, and
Oregon. For years, Americans have
been leaving expensive coastal cities for more affordable southern ones like Austin, Phoenix and
Miami. “Nearby smaller cities like San Antonio, Tucson and Tampa will also experience an
increase in population,” according to Redfin.com (Fairweather, 2020)
A silver tsunami is occurring – retirement will accelerate post-pandemic fueled by the
Baby Boomer generation reaching retirement in record numbers predicted demographer Ken
Gronbach in a webinar presented to the Southern Nevada Chapter of CCIM on 1/27/21. Ken went
on to say, “expect movement to areas favored by retirees, such as Las Vegas, NV.” Vacation areas
such as Lake Tahoe, the Smokey Mountains, and the Atlantic Coast will see accelerating growth
according to NAR’s Lawrence Yun, as retirees and work-at-home trends fuel movement to
desirable areas to live (Yun, 2021).

ADAPTIVE REUSE
The horrendous impact of COVID-19 and the major changes occurring that have been
discussed throughout this report have created a large number of vacant buildings that are
economically obsolete. These vacant, obsolete buildings create new opportunities for developers
and users. Some Adaptive Reuse projects are borne out of necessity for a location and others are
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created out of ingenuity and resourcefulness in an effort to capitalize on opportunities for a
unique property and/or location.
In California, real estate
developers are acquiring vacant
community shopping centers and
repositioning them to apartment
projects with amenities such as coffee
shops and day care facilities (Bacevice,
Mack, & Triebner, 2020). In a case
study of the Adaptive Reuse of a strip
mall located at Santa Monica Blvd. and
Armacost Ave., Los Angeles-based
architect, Karin Liljegren, describes
converting retail spaces into apartments with patios and renovating parking lots into a communal
greenspace. (Carpenter, 2020) The concept has been considered to be such an important source
for converting old, tired properties and helping solve California’s severe housing shortage that
state legislators have introduced legislation to help pave the way for more such projects. (Sisson,
2021)

CoStar News reported Governor Cuomo of New York advanced the proposal of a new law
to help promote the Adaptive Reuse of vacant office buildings in mid-town Manhattan to
affordable housing. Building owners who convert vacant office buildings and hotels to housing
units with rents below $1,000 per month would receive tax credits. (Caiola, 2021)
Necessity is a driving force behind many Adaptive Reuse projects. Wal-Mart recently
announced the conversion of one of their stores located on the North Central Expressway in
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Dallas, Texas to a major fulfillment and distribution center to handle the immense growth of their
e-commerce business. Wal-Mart is closing in on $100 billion in expected annual sales from ecommerce, a 79% increase in 2020. Wal-Mart is expecting to spend $60 million to make the
conversion complete with state-of-the-art robotics and automation equipment (Carlisle &
Waters, 2021).
Another example of an Adaptive Reuse project borne out of necessity is the Rolling Hills
Acres. Amazon recently converted the 640,000 square foot Rolling Hills Acres Mill in Akron, Ohio
to a fully automated robotic fulfillment and distribution center (Goist, 2020). This type of
Adaptive Reuse of malls and big box retail centers by Amazon is occurring around the country.
"Following the pandemic, there will likely be a trend toward adaptive reuse projects
rather than new construction, particularly under pressure to bring more apartment units to
market quickly." (Borland, 2020) One of the most heavily impacted of property types from the
pandemic are hotel buildings in rural areas. A prime example of a COVID induced repositioning a
commercial property is the 120-unit Ramada Inn hotel in Sheffield, Alabama. It is being converted
to affordable workforce housing with 1-bed/1-bath apartments with monthly rents of $500-$800
with exterior amenities of a swimming pool, gym, day care and co-working spaces (Heschmeyer,
2021).
To help clients understand the complex opportunities available in Adaptive Reuse, CRE
professionals are often looking to local commercial architects. You may ask for their ideas on how
to approach the various options for repositioning a building. This is an alternative analysis from
an income and expense feasibility approach. This process should also provide CRE professionals
valuable awareness of the potential for support from the city planning officials.
CRE professionals and CCIMs who are creative and resourceful can take advantage of
these types of opportunities and help their clients navigate through the myriad of issues. It can
be challenging, but there are great opportunities all around.
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HOW CCIM MEMBERS & CRE PROFESSIONALS
CAN POSITION THEMSELVES FOR SUCCESS
Awareness of the significant changes that are occurring throughout the
U.S. and within the various sectors of the commercial real estate industry is key
to positioning ourselves for success. While some changes occurring as a result
of COVID-19 are temporary in nature, others will be long lasting and have
profound effects on our industry for years to come. Significant migration trends
are occurring and having profound effects to the various sectors of commercial
real estate. This report has outlined the more significant changes occurring within
the various sectors.
Clearly the pandemic has had not only a deep and lasting negative impact
on several markets and sectors, but it has also stimulated others. Technological
and migratory trends occurring pre-pandemic have accelerated, as have their
impacts on commercial real estate. CCIMs and CRE professionals will want to be
on top of these trends and stay ahead of the curve. Many of us need to critically
review our circumstances. Are we in sectors or markets in the decline? Is our
business model and location pandemic-proof? Do we need to pivot or do we need
to merely make adjustments?
Educating ourselves to the changes occurring all around us is more
important than ever before. Collaborating with other CRE professionals to share
stories on successes and failures, as well as exploring new opportunities are more
important than ever. The CCIM Institute provides invaluable education and
networking opportunities to guide CRE professionals through these challenging
and changing times.

The secret to navigating the waters of change is
constant and continuous education.
(Peter H. Diamandis & Steven Kolter, 2020) The Future is Faster Than You
Think
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